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Title word cross-reference

2 [NTH04]. 24 × 7 [Han00y]. GF(2^m) [CL05]. H [Arm02b]. H_2A [CBB05]. I [Kov00b]. K [LV02]. Z_n [LWL09].

-Nearest [LV02].

.NET [PE06].

1 [Ano00c, Ano00i, Ano00b, Ano00c, Ano00f, Ano00d, Ano00h, Ano00g, Ano01-46, Ano01-45, Ano01-42, Ano01-38, Ano01-43, Ano02-38, Ano02-37, Ano02-39, Ano02-40]. 1st [Ano01-40].

2000  
[Ano00e, Ano00i, Ano00b, Ano00c, Ano00f, Ano00d, Ano00h, Ano00g, Ja02].

2001 [Ano01k, Ano01-46, Ano01-45, Ano01-39, Ano01-41, Ano01-42,
Ano01-38, Ano01-44, Ano01-40, Ano01-43.  
2002
[Ano02-38, Ano02-37, Ano02-43, Ano02-41, Ano02-39, Ano02-40].
2003
[Ano03-33, Ano03-39, Ano03-40, Ano03-34, Ano03-36, Ano03-35, Ano03-38, Ano03-37].  
2004
[Ano04o, Ano04i, Ano04k, Ano04l, Ano04p, Ano04j, Ano04n, Ano04m].  
2005
[Ano05g, Ano05d, Ano05f, Ano05k, Ano05e, Ano05j, Ano05i, Ano05h].  
2006
[Ano06t, Ano06v, Ano06w, Ano06-27, Ano06u, Ano06z, Ano06y, Ano06x].  
2007
[Ano07-35, Ano07-37, Ano07-38, Ano07-39, Ano07-32, Ano07-34, Ano07-40, Ano07-33, Ano07-36].  
2008
[Ano08-27, Ano08-28, Ano08-29, Ano08-30, Ano08u, Ano08v, Ano08w, Ano08x, Ano08y, Ano08z].  
2009
[Ano09y, Ano09-28, Ano09-27, Ano09z].  
21-st
[Kov01b, Nos00a].  
21st
[Sch01a].  
22
[McK04].  
3
[Col00].  
3G
[DP06].
Alive \cite{Han01y}. alleged \cite{BLP05}. Alliance \cite{WZM00}. Alternative \cite{Han00-64, PMRZ01a, SLG04}. America \cite{Beq00a}. American \cite{Han00b, Woo01}. Analysis \cite{GvS01, GM00, KFS03, Nos00b, RF01, SSMJ05, Asl04b, Bis02, BCS03, BvS03, BP03, CH04, DS09, HCS06, JPL04, KLL09, KS05, KS06, Kon09, Kum09, LCK06, MP08a, MP08b, MP08c, OZ07, RS04, Sch07a, SAF09, Wol03d, YH07d}. analytic \cite{KL07}. analyze \cite{SJ07}. analyzing \cite{AMR07, LGW07}. Anomaly \cite{GTDVMFV09, CP03, CC04, MP08a, MP08b, MP08c, OL03, OG07, Wan05, WGZY06, YZ07}. Anomaly-based \cite{GTDVMFV09}. Anonymity \cite{Han00t, MK06, WH04}. anonymous \cite{CC03, CL06, CJC04, Chi08a, Chi08b, Chi08c, JPL05, MGMSML09}. Answer \cite{Bar00b, Bar01b}. Anti \cite{GRJ07, Pou02a, GT06, WC07}. Anti-keylogging \cite{GRJ07}. anti-spam \cite{GT06}. anti-spamming \cite{WC07}. Anti-Terrorism \cite{Pou02a}. any \cite{Ano05q}. AOL \cite{Han00d}. Apache \cite{Han00e}. APIs \cite{MvO09}. Application \cite{MP08a, MP08b, MP08c, TE06, DMWS09, HCBLETRG06, Kin04, MFDVGT08a, MFDVGT08b, MFDVGT08c, Nab05}. Application-based \cite{MP08a, MP08b, MP08c}. Applications \cite{Fra01, HS00, DP06}. applied \cite{Zuc07}. Applying \cite{KK02, Kin04, MC03a}. Appraisal \cite{SPLS01}. Approach \cite{BvS00, BE01, EvS00b, Nos00b, DSX06, HKP02, KVD07, Lea04, LG09, Li04, Mac05, MPD06, MLD08, OZ07, SJ07, SS07, SK03, SYL09, TXL09, TS05a, Wan05, ZHH09}. Approaches \cite{EvS00a, FBB06, Hin03f}. April \cite{Ano00c, Ano01-46, Ano03-33}. architectural \cite{SLG04}. Architecture \cite{GKL00, KKHR01, TM00, DMWS09, GBBS08a, GBBS08b, GBBS08c, KHHK06, SSF09, TM09}. Arrested \cite{Han00-81}. art \cite{MPD06}. Articles \cite{Ano02a, Ecc01a, Ecc01b, Mey02, Nic00a, Nic00b, Nic00c, Nic00d, Pal00a, Pal00b, Pal00c, PM01, Pal01a, Pal01b, Pal01c, Pal01d, Pal01e, Ecc01c}. artificial \cite{KPSh08a, KPSh08b, KPSh08c}. aspect \cite{MLD08, MSLD09}. aspect-oriented \cite{MLD08, MSLD09}. aspects \cite{AN03, GvS08a, GvS08b, GvS08c}. Assesses \cite{Han00q}. Assessing \cite{FBP07, LFPO6, SE02, KK06}. Assessment \cite{Ber07, CCC09, DKS07, Fur07a, Fur07b, Fur07c, Hin03d}. assignment \cite{CJ03, HW03, Lin01, WL05}. assisted \cite{Art04}. Association \cite{PPBH00}. Assumption \cite{Han00b}. Assurance \cite{BB05, Kov01a, GC09, SKM08a, SKM08b, SKM08c}. assurances \cite{FvS05}. asymmetric \cite{Mat03}. attachment \cite{CL03}. Attack \cite{Han00-40, Han00-63, CK03, Kum06, MFDVGT08a, MFDVGT08b, MFDVGT08c, Rob07, ZLCF08a, ZLCF08b, ZLCF08c, ZHH09, ZCW04}. Attackers \cite{Sch03f, CK03}. Attacks \cite{CZ03, Han00-62, McK04, Woo01, AP03, BIC08a, BIC08b, BIC08c, BLP05, BNSZ09, CLC04, CLK09, GVL09, GKS06, HMM09, HH05, HFC08, LS05, Li04, Li06, MS09, MK04, PML09, Sch02a, SYL09, ZC05, Her09b}. Attitudes \cite{FDIR00, CF05}. attribute \cite{OKE09, vdHvS03}. Attributes \cite{Wil00}. Auction \cite{Han00-49, CC03, Che04, JPL05}. Audit
B2B [Han00-98], B2C [vKH00], back [Sch06c], backdrop [Pou01b], bad [Kum06], balanced [NCS06], Balancing [Nos00a], Baltimore [Han00f], bandwidth [KLL09], Banking [CDD+02, MvO09], barcodes [NTH04], barriers [FTP08a, FTP08b, FTP08c]. Based [CC01, GFV05, PMRZ00b, PMRZ00c, SC02, TM00, AJS06, Ano05q, BE01, CLX05, CBR06, CO09, CL06, CC02, CCH03, CZG+05, CL05, CC04, DGV+05, DS09, ES09, FLZ02, GTDVMFV09, GSK09, GLK08a, GLK08b, GLK08c, GV09, GLC09, HC03, HR08a, HR08b, GR08c, HAGTA08a, HAGTA08b, HAGTA08c, Her09a, HFC+08, HLL05, shCHP09, JPL04, JHgJ05, KC05, jLC07, LCL09, LG09, LTH03, Li04, LG07a, LG07b, LG07c, LG07w, LWT+09, LZXW09, LCC04, MW06, MP08a, MP08b, MP08c, MP07, OKH07, Ph06, PW06, RK06, SPP07a, SPP07b, SPP07c, SL03, SV07, SYL09, TX010, TNG04, TE06, Tsa08, VSR07, WLT03, WL05, GWZY06, WZM09, Wo04, WC05, YC09, YZPL09, vSV06a]. Baselines [JS02], basics [Han02], basis [CL05], batch [NCS06], Batten [Han01d], battle [Sch03i], Battles [Han00v], BCM [Nos00b], Be [Han00-97, vKH00, PMRZ00a], Becomes [Han00-76], Beer [Hin00b], behavior [CZG+05, Kum09, MP07, OL03, RKR09, GWZY06], behavior-based [MP07], behaviors [SMM05], behaviour [Lea03b], behavioural [VvS04], beliefs [FTP08a, FTP08b, FTP08c]. Benefits [AGAS01, AOG+02, RR06], Best [Han00k], better [Sch02g], Between [Gup00, Han01r, AH09, BTY+07, BEP04, JS03, LK07, Scho2d, Sch04e]. Beyond [FN05, Hei03], bids [CC03], Big [Han00-101], bigger [Sch02g].
bilinear [DSGP06]. Bill [Ano02-31, Ano02f]. billion [LCLL09]. binary [SKBM06]. bioinformatics [TXL09]. biological [LK07]. Biometric [MS00, PMRZ00b, Rob07, SWA+04, NTH04, RFR07a, RFR07b, RFR07c]. Biometric-Based [PMRZ00b]. Biz [Han00-47, Han00-103]. Black [Kov00a]. Blame [Han00-100]. Blind [GSK09, CLX05, LCC04]. Block [Gup00, PW06]. Blocks [Ano01-49]. bloom [GVL09]. Blue [Hin02a]. Bluetooth [Bar00b, Bar01b]. Board [Ano01-30, Ano01-31, Ano01-32, Ano01-33, Ano01-34, Ano01-35, Ano02-32, Ano02-33, Ano02-34, Ano02-35, Ano02-36, Ano03z, Ano03-27, Ano03-28, Ano03-29, Ano03-30, Ano03-31, Ano03-32, Ano06m, Ano06n, Ano06o, Ano07l, Ano07m, Ano07n, Ano07o, Ano07p, Ano07r, Ano07s, Ano07t, Ano08a, Ano08b, Ano08c, Ano08d, Ano08e, Ano08f, Ano08g, Ano08h, Ano08i, Ano08j, Ano09j, Ano09k, Ano09l, Ano09m, Ano09n, Ano09o, Han00-90, Ano01-37]. Book [Ecc01e, Ecc01f]. boon [Sch04f]. boosting [JST+07]. both [vS05a]. bottleneck [KLL09]. boundaries [Sch06c]. Box [Sch03c, Sch07b]. Brand [Car01]. brave [Sch07e]. Breach [Han00-39, Nov07]. breaches [LSK09]. Bricks [McG02]. Bridging [BTY+07]. Brief [Ano02-28, Ano02-31, Ano02-32, Ano02-33, CR02, Ecc01g, Hil02a, MH02c]. bring [Bha03]. Brother [Han00-101]. Bruce [Hei03]. Bug [Han00c, Han00-69, Han00-80]. Bug-in-Your-Site [Han00c]. Bugbear [Arm02a]. bugs [Hin02a]. Building [LWT+09, McG02, OKE09, ZLCF08a, ZLCF08b, ZLCF08c, Hun02]. Builds [Han00-98]. Business [Bar00a, Fin00, Han00-37, Nab05, OZ07, RM05, vSvS05]. businesses [And05]. Busted [Han00d, Han00-53]. Busts [Han00-44]. Buy [Han00-49].

Calendar [Ano01j, Ano01b, Ano01c, Ano01d, Ano01e, Ano01f, Ano01g, Ano01h, Ano01i, Ano02c, Ano03a, Ano04b, Ano04c, Ano04d, Ano05a, Ano05b, Ano06c, Ano06a, Ano06b, Ano06j, Ano06k, Ano06l, Ano07k, Ano04a, Ano05c]. Calendar [Ano06d, Ano04e, Ano04f, Ano04g, Ano04h]. Call [Ano06e, Ano09a, Ano09b, FGG+04]. Calls [Han00-47]. Can [FL05, Han00-49, Hin01d, PK07, RSS02]. Canadian [Han00g, Han00h]. cannot [Fur05]. can’t [Her09b, Sch03e]. Capital [HD05]. capture [AMB06]. Card [CJT02, Han00b, Han00g, Han00-81, Ano05q]. cards [FCZ05, Jua04, Pha06, SLH03, WC03, YW04]. Care [Han00-42, Kov00b, SE02, vSvS06b]. Careless [Hin03a]. carrying [Art04]. case [BTY+07, Dou03, HD05, Kin04, KK08a, KK08b, KK08c, Mv009, Sch04d]. cash [CLX05, CL03]. categories [VE02, VEL08]. causal [ZLCF08a, ZLCF08b, ZLCF08c]. Cause [Han00-93, LSK09]. Caused [Han00g]. Causes [Han00]. CD [HM04]. Cellular [Han00]. Centre [Hil02b, McK03b]. centric [BE01, CS09]. Century [Sch01a, Kov01b, Nos00a]. CERT [Han00l, Han00-65]. certificate [Ung04].
Certificates [Han00p, PMRZ01b, GKH09]. Certification [CB01, DeM02, EvS00b, vSvS01, Sch05i]. Certifications [Han00-84]. Certified [Han00-84]. Chained [BC05]. chaining [CBB05, PW06]. chains [Hin02f]. Challenge [PMRZ00c, Luo06]. Challenge-Based [PMRZ00c]. Challenges [OKH07, Bra07a, Bra07c, DFSC09, FJK06, GTDVMFV09, Hun02]. Change [Kov01b, Li06, Sch04a]. changes [Sch07d]. Changin [Hin01i]. changing [Sch06b]. channel [YZPL09]. channels [Wu05]. Characteristics [Wil00, RFR07a, RFR07b, RFR07c]. Characterization [CLC04]. Charged [Han00-80]. Charges [Han00-56, Han00-80]. charter [McK03a]. Chat [Han00j]. checking [BKPA09, KN03]. Chen [ZL03]. Chen-Chung [ZL03]. chief [Ano02n, Ano03k, Ano03l, Ano03m, Sch01b, Sch02b, Sch02c, Han01a, Wol08h, Wol08i, Wol08j]. Child [Han00-53]. China [Han01b]. Chinese [CC02]. Chips [Han00-46]. chosen [ZCW04]. Chung [ZL03]. Ciphers [Gol01, DS09, SK03]. circle [Hin02b]. circuit [BNSZ09]. circumstances [Wol03g]. Classes [Han00-62]. Classification [LCLL09]. Classified [Han00-82]. classifier [LV02]. Clean [Han00-92]. click [Bha03]. Client [KJKV09, KLL09, MSZ05]. Client-side [KJKV09, KLL09, MSZ05]. clients [WLH06]. CLIQUES [CMY07]. closing [Ber07]. Clustering [SV07, OL03, OZ07]. clusters [AP04]. CMU [Han00l]. COBIT [vS05a]. Code [Han00r, Han00-99, JS03, Kum09, MLD08, RS03, SF04, Ano01-49]. Colander [CG00]. collaboration [OZ07]. collaborations [LZXW09]. collar [Beq02b]. Collection [Kov00c]. color [CO09]. Combat [Han00-36]. Combine [EvS00b]. Commandments [Han00-96]. commands [JST+07, KC05]. comment [ZL03]. Commerce [Beq00a, Han00r, Nab05, TMM01, Wri01, Zuc04, Zuc07]. commercial [Kja06]. Committee [Ano01u, Ano01v, Ano01w, Ano01x, Ano01y, Ano01z, Ano01-27, Ano01-28, Ano02u, Ano03x, Ano09t, Ano09u, Ano09v, Ano01-29, Ano02v, Ano02w, Ano02x, Ano02y, Ano02z, Ano02-27, Ano03r, Ano03s, Ano03t, Ano03u, Ano03v, Ano03w, Ano03y]. Common [Gup00]. communication [Kum09, NCS06]. Communications [BCC02, Jaa02, LL02, Sch06, SM08a, SM08b, SKM08c]. Comparative [LFHT07, LOP04]. Comparing [PE06]. comparison [BE04, BCV01, Hin03f, Kja06, SP06, VFMP05]. Compiled [Ano02-31, Ano02f]. complete [Hin02b]. Compliance [vS05b, BAS09, FN05, VvS04]. comprehensive [Pou02b]. compression [ASP03]. compromises [Sch05b]. Compsec [Hi02b, Hin00f, Hin02b, Ano01k, Hi02b, McK03b]. Comput [McK04]. compute [YH07d]. Computer [AGAS01, AOG+02, BA04, Cus01, DM01, Han00-82, Han01y, Hin03b, Lu06, PPBH00, Wol03a, Beg04, Cae02, DSX06, GBS08a, GBS08b, GBS08c, GS03, HH05, HY+09, HD05, JEL03, Kja06, KCC09, LK07, MK04, PdVGA08a, PdVGA08b, PdVGA08c, Pou02b, Rog03, RS04, Sam09, WGZY06, WH04, hZxZtZ06]. Computers
computing [Sch07b, WLH06]. concept [TS05b]. Concepts [Fin00, Ber03]. conceptual [VE04]. Concern [Han01n]. concerning [Ano03l, Sch06d]. Concerns [Beq01c, Dhi01, Han00-93, MSLD09]. concise [Kon09]. Conducting [Eva01, Hil02b, McK03b]. conferences [Ano01j, Ano02c, Ano03a, BG06]. Confidence [HMM09]. configurable [GT06]. Confirms [Han00-95]. conic [LWL09]. Conquers [Hin00d]. Consensus [KK08a, KK08b, KK08c]. consequences [GRJ07]. consideration [MPPB04]. Considerations [Zun00, PW06]. consolidation [KL07]. constrained [Tse07]. Construct [Gol01]. constructs [MSLD09]. Containing [PF08a, PF08b, PF08c]. containment [BIC08a, BIC08b, BIC08c]. Content [Wri01, GSK09]. Contents [Ano06p, Ano06q, Ano06r, Ano07u, Ano07v, Ano07w, Ano07x, Ano07y, Ano07z, Ano07-27, Ano07-28, Ano07-29, Ano08k, Ano08l, Ano08m, Ano08n, Ano08o, Ano08p, Ano08q, Ano08r, Ano08s, Ano08t, Ano09c, Ano09d, Ano09e, Ano09f, Ano09g, Ano09h]. context [MC03b]. context [Hin03c, HKKK06, MP07]. context-aware [HKKK06]. contextual [JS03, KKK05]. Continue [Han00y]. Continuous [FBV06, FvS05]. contract [DMWS09]. contributor [Sch05c]. contributory [GYLC09]. Control [BE01, WS02, vSvS06a, CC02, CE04, HW03, JCKL04, HKKK06, OKE09, PE09, Pur02, RK06, Sch04l, dSSW04, SV07, TE06, YL04, Zho02, ZL03, vdHvS03]. controllers [Asl05]. Controlling [Wri01]. Controls [BvS00, TE01, PE09]. Conundrum [Han00g]. convenience [WDCJ09]. Convention [Pou01b, Pou01a]. converged [PF09]. Convicted [Han00-48]. cooperative [PF08a, PF08b, PF08c]. coordinates [CLK09]. copy [Ano05c]. copyright [HLC07, KA09]. Corporate [Kov01a, Web00, Zen01b, vS01a]. correlation [LCK06+, SG09, ZLCF08a, ZLCF08b, ZLCF08c]. cost [FBB06, Kon09, Pol05, SK03]. Could [Han00-44, Han00-97]. Council [Pou01b, Pou01a]. counter [GKS06]. countermeasures [PML09]. country [BTY07]. courses [SS07]. Court [Han00-95]. coverage [Ano02d, Ano02e, Ano02f, MH02a, MH02b]. Cracker [Han00g]. Crazed [Han00-102]. creating [Hin03e]. Creates [Han00b, Han00-50, Han00-67, Han00-86]. Creative [Han00p]. credential [SV07]. credential-based [SV07]. credentialing [GKH09]. credentials [Sch04d]. Credit [Han00b, Han00g, Han00-81]. Credit-Card [Han00-81]. Crime [Beq01a, Col00, Pou01a, Beq02a, Beq02b, Pou01b]. Crimes [Phi01b, Web00, DM01]. Criminal [Han00-51, Rog03]. Crisis [Han00-104, Han02]. Criteria [Pal08a, Pal08b, Pal08c]. Critical [Beg08a, Beg08b, Beg08c, Rat01, FL05, Her09a]. Criticized [Han00-89]. crop [Hin02e]. cross [JJKV09]. cross-site [JJKV09]. crosses [Sch05a]. Cryptanalyses [HW03, WL05]. Cryptanalysis [CC01, GLMZ08a, GLMZ08b, GLMZ08c, Pha06, WLT03, YW04]. Cryptographic [Gol01, SVW00, HW03, TNG04]. Cryptography [TMM01, AN03, CJ03, Hei03, Lin01, Pip03, Sch02d, Sch04e, Van03].
cryptosystem [CCH03, YC09]. CSP [SBS09]. cues [KPsH+08a, KPsH+08b, KPsH+08c]. culture [Fur07d, RMC07, vSvS04b].
Cumulative [LG04]. Current [Phi01b, CH06]. curve [CCH03, LWL09, Van03, YC09]. Cyber
[Beq01a, Beq01b, Hin03c, Pou01b, Pou01a, CITTN07, Hin01e, Hin03d].
Cyber-Crime [Pou01a]. Cyber-Space [Beq01b]. Cyber-terrorism [Pou01a].
Cyberconditions [Han00-50]. Cybercrime [Han00-36, Han00-34, Han00-47, Han00-88, Han00-87, Phi01b, Hin03d].
Cyberspace [Car01, Han00y]. Cyberstalking [Han00m].
Cyberterrorism [GF02]. Cyberthreats [Hin01c].
Cybertools [Han00-94]. Cycle [vSvS06a].
Czar [Han00-60].
Dataflow [FKSF01].
Deadly [Hin02a, vSvS04a].
Dealing [BC05, JS03].
Death [Hin02a].
December [Ano00i, Ano01-45, Ano03-39, Ano04o, Ano07-37, Ano07-38, Ano07-39, Ano08-27, Ano08-28, Ano08-29].
Deceptions [Coh00, CK03].
Decision [JST +07, KL07, ZHH09].
Decode [Gra01].
Decoding [Bra07d].
Deduction [CAT05].
Defaced [Han00e].
DefCon [Han00e].
defective [HD05].
Defence [Han00n].
defences [Rob07].
Defending [LS05, WZM09].
Defense [Han00-88, BNSZ09, CLC04, CS09].
defenses [Her09b].
Defensive [Coh00].
definition [And03, TvS05]. D´ej`a [Hin02c].
Delay [Han00-47, YZPL09]. delegated [GRNR09]. delegation [MW06].
Denial [CBR06, Han00-63, CLC04, ZC05].
Denial-of-Service [CBR06].
Department [Han00-88, Han00-89, Han00-51].
dependability [Han02].
dependent [SK03].
deploy [And05].
deploying [GLK08a, GLK08b, GLK08c]. deriving [vHvS03].
Design [BFG +05, DS09, ESZ06, Sam09, BP03, CAT05, CJC04, Hof04, KVD06, Lea04, MGMSML +09].
desktop [BFC09].
Detect [Han00-79, YH07a, YH07b, YH07c].
Detecting [HC03, KLL09, Beg08a, Beg08b, Beg08c, GVL09, Zen01a].
Detection [Bar01a, BCV01, GFV05, AJJS06, Ano03l, ASS +06, Beg04, Bis02, BvS03, CBR06, CAT05, CP03, CC04, CLK09, DGY +05, ES09, GBBS08a, GBBS08b, GBBS08c, GTDVMFV09, Ihe04, JST +07, JSD05, KC05, LCK +06, LG07a, LG07b, LG07c, LWT +09, LV02, MP08a, MP08b, MP08c, MP07, OL03, SPP07a, SPP07b, SPP07c, SYL09, TC05, VE02, Wan05, WGZY06, YH07d, YZ07].
detector [HFC +08].
deterrent [PE09].
develop [And05].
Developer [Han00f].
developing [BTTY +07].
Development [JS02, WS02, CS09, VFMP05].
Devices [CFRR02, CF07, shHCP09, OKH07, YC09].
DFANS [LL09].
dictionary [GKS +06].
Differentially [HMDC02].
difficult [Pur02].
Digest [Ano02d, Ano02e, Ano02f, MH02a, MH02b].
Digital...
9

Dilemmas [Sch06c, Sch05k]. dimensional [GKH09]. Direct [vSvS06a]. Direct-Control [vSvS06a]. directed [OBB05]. direction [Ste04, Woo04]. direction-based [Woo04]. Director [Han00-51]. disaster [Hin01d, Sch05g]. Discipline [vS01b]. Disclosures [Han00-69]. discovery [Luo06]. Discrete [SC02, LTH03]. discussion [FBV06]. disk [LG06]. dispatch [DR04]. Disposable [Han00b]. dissected [Nik02b]. dissemination [WZM09]. Dissimilar [Gup00]. distinguishing [JS03]. distributed [AP04, Asl04c, Asl05, BAS09, CLC04, CCC09, Mac05, MP09, OCB09, TM09, WH04]. distribution [Asl04b, PF08a, PF08c, PRZ03, PRZ04, Sch06d, WH04, YWB +04, YZPL09]. Divide [Han01z, AH09]. DNS [Her09a]. DNS-based [Her09a]. Do [Hin00a, Nos00a, Woo01, HE02, Sch05i]. Document [BE01]. Document-centric [BE01]. Documents [PMRZ01b, HC04a]. DOD [Han00q, Ano01-49]. DOE [Han00-78]. Doesn’t [Han00t, Han00-75]. doing [DMWS09, Pol05, RSS02]. Domino [Han00-55]. dominoes [Hin03c]. double [CL05]. double-exponentiation [CL05]. Down [Han00-70, Han01d]. drives [LeV05]. DRM [BSC09]. Dropped [Han00-80]. Drugs [Han00-49]. Dual [HLC07, Sam09]. dual-computer [Sam09]. Dual-wrapped [HLC07]. Due [Han00-57, vSvS06b]. Duh [Han00-43]. Dutch [Han00-44]. duty [MPPB04]. Dynamic [Bar00a, PdVGA08a, PdVGA08b, PdVGA08c, DR04, HW03, KHHK06, KK07, LZXW09, MP08a, MP08b, MP08c]. dynamics [CY05, sHCP09, jLC07, YC04]. dynamics-based [sHCP09, jLC07].

E-Biz [Han00-103]. e-cash [CL03]. E-Commerce [Han00r, TMM01, Wri01, Nab05]. e-learning [GRN09]. E-mail [Han00-92, Han00-95, Han01c, Han00s]. e-mails [LG09]. E-Security [Han00-96]. e-services [KHHK06]. E-tailers [Han01d]. e-voting [BFG +05, Gri02]. Each [PMRZ00a]. ebanking [WDCJ09]. economic [Mat03, TSO5a]. economy [McK02b]. Edinburgh [Eva01]. editor [An002n, Ano03k, Ano03l, Ano03m, Sch01b, Sch02c, Ano01l, Car00, Han00z, Han00-27, Han00-28, Han00-29, Han00-30, Han00-31, Han00-32, Han00-33, Han01f, Han01g, Han01h, Han01i, Han01j, Han01k, Han01l, Sch02b, Wol08h, Wol08i, Wol08j]. editor-in-chief [An002n, Ano03k, Ano03l, Ano03m, Sch01b, Sch02c, Wol08h, Wol08i, Wol08j]. Editorial [An006m, Ano06n, Ano06o, Ano07l, Ano07m, Ano07n, Ano07o, Ano07p, Ano07q, Ano07r, Ano07s, Ano08a, Ano08b, Ano08c, Ano08d, Ano08e, Ano08f, Ano08g, Ano08h, Ano08i, Ano08j, Ano09j, Ano09k, Ano09l, Ano09m, Ano09n, Ano09o, GK09b, GL09, GF09, GK09a, Wol08a, Wol08b, Wol08c, Wol08d, Wol08e, Wol08f, Wol08g, Wol09]. Education [Hor01, DSX06, RM08a, RM08b, RM08c]. Effect [PPBH00, Ihe04]. Effective [BvS00, BvS03, OZ07]. effectiveness [TKKK05]. effects [Pou03a]. efficacy [RKR09]. Efficient [CC03, CCH03, CJT02, CP03, HR08a, HR08b, HR08c, Jua04, SW06, Tsa08, WH04, AP03, DS09, JPL05, LL09, SJ07, YWB +04].

[Han00p, Han00-64, LWL09, TMM01, YH01, ZCW04, AH09, Bra07d, HLC07, KK02, LG04, LG09, Sch06c, WC05]. Dimensional [Sch06c, Sch05k]. Dimensional [GKH09]. Dimensional [GKH09]. Dimensional [GKH09]. Dimensional [GKH09]. Dimensional [GKH09]. Dimensional [GKH09]. Dimensional [GKH09]. Dimensional [GKH09]. Dimensional [GKH09]. Dimensional [GKH09]. Dimensional [GKH09].
Eldorado [Beq01b]. election [Sch07d]. elections [Lia04]. electro [HYJ+09]. electro-magnetic [HYJ+09]. Electronic [CDD+02, GKL+00, HSH00, Ja02, PMRZ01b, CLX05, Lia04, Luo06, SP06, SKM08a, SKM08b, SKM08c, TS05b, Wol03f, Zuc04, Zuc07]. Eliminates [Han00-46]. Elizabeth [Hil02b, McK03b]. elliptic [CCH03, Van03, YC09]. email [Her09a, Sch07a]. Embedding [NTH04, CO09]. emergence [Pou02b]. Emerging [Hor01]. Empirical [KC05, LCLL09, LSK09, MK04, Sch07a, SKBM06]. Enablement [Sho00]. encoding [´AP03]. Encountering [Wol03b]. Encrypted [MMZ00, AMB06, LHL04]. encryption [SK03, Wol03b]. end [AMB06, FJK06, LBE08a, LBE08b, LBE08c, MF05, PF09, RKR09, RMC07, SSMJ05]. end-to-end [AMB06, LBE08a, LBE08b, LBE08c, PF09]. end-user [RMC07]. end-users [FJK06]. Enemy [Zen01a, DM01, Han00a]. Energy [Han00-89]. Enforcement [Eva01, Sch02e, Dav02b]. Enforcers [Han00-94]. Enforcing [HSKL08a, HSKL08b, HSKL08c]. Engineering [LLL02, Boo06, Lea03a, Lea04, SKBM06, Zuc04]. engines [AN04, Sch05c]. English [Che04]. Enhanced [LHL04, CZ03, McK04, WLT03, YWB+04]. enhancement [ESZ06, FLZ02, SLH03]. enhancing [LCG03]. Enigma [Thi03]. Enough [vKH00, Bha03]. ensemble [CAT05]. Enterprise [AC08a, AC08b, AC08c, PF09]. end [AMB06, LBE08a, LBE08b, LBE08c, PF09]. end-user [RMC07]. everything [FVA05]. Evidence [All01, Ano03-41, Wol03c, WOL03d, Wol03e, Wol03f]. Evolution [Bar01a, Hin03g, LeV05]. examination [SKBM06]. Examining [BFC09]. example [GRJ07]. Exchange [KKHR01, CL06, GLM08a, GLM08b, GLM08c, HAGTA08a, HAGTA08b, HAGTA08c, LHL04, LFHT07, LC07, WLH06]. execution [BNSZ09]. Exhibitors [Ano01k]. Existing [GM00]. exit [GYLC09]. Expanded [Han00-91]. Expected [RR06]. experience [BFC09]. exploit [TXL09]. exploit-based [TXL09]. exploration [OKE09]. exploratory [RM08a, RM08b, RM08c]. Explorer [Sch05k]. exponentiation [CL05]. Express [Han00b]. expressions [JCKL04]. Extending [RF01, RMC07].
extension [KMWD06]. Extensions [BM00]. Extortion [Han00u]. extra [vSM04]. extraction [Kum09].

case [GKH09]. FaceHashing [TNG04]. Faces [Han00-104]. factor [Sch05h].
Factors [Nos00a, KCC09]. FACTs [Wil00]. Failures [Hin00e]. Fair [KKHR01, HAGTA08b, HAGTA08c, LCC04]. fairly [Sch06g].
Far [Han01r, RSS02]. Fast [CLK09]. Fault [BP03, Seb06, TM09].
fault-tolerant [Seb06]. Fear [Hei03]. feasible [HFC+08]. Feature [CAT05, LWT*09]. Features [Wil00]. February [Ano00b, Ano03-40, Ano04i, Ano05d, Ano06t, Ano07-32, Ano09w].
February-March [Ano09w]. Feeling [Han00v]. Few [Han01r]. Fighting [Han00-91, Han01e, Zen01a]. file [LG06, dSSW04, WZM09]. Files [Han00w, SKBM06]. filter [GT06]. Filtering [JCKL04, CH06, Ede03, PF08a, PF08b, PF08c, Woo04]. filters [GVL09].
Financial [Phi01b, ES09]. Finds [Han00q]. fingerprinting [IKE06]. Firewall [FKSF01, Han00-39]. Firewall-1 [Han00-39]. Firewalls [FKSF01, KFS+03, Woo04]. Fireworks [Hin00b].
First [Han00x]. fitting [Sch04i]. five [And05]. Flash [Dav03]. flawed [Mv09]. Flaws [Han00r]. flexible [CL03, HLL05]. flood [Li04, Li06].
flooding [GVL09]. flow [MP08a, MP08b, MP08c, SAF09]. flows [CP03]. focus [McK02a]. focused [DKS07]. forecasting [VE04]. Forensic [Wol03e, BS07a, BS07b, BS07c].
forensics [Luo06, Rog03, RS04, Wol03a, Wol03f]. Formal [Ung04, SAF09]. Formalized [BvS00]. Format [Gup00]. Formats [GM00]. Former [Han00-51].
Formulation [PPBH00]. forthcoming [Ano01j, Ano02c, Ano03a]. Forum [Eva01]. Fourth [vS06]. Framework [EvS00a, FKSF01, GM08a, GM08b, GM08c, TE01, ASS+06, Ayo06, BAS09, HLL05, LSK09, MP07, PVs04, SG09, SP06, Sch02a, SAF09, SLG04, SV07, Trè03, Zuc07]. France [Han00-97].
Fraud [Beq00a, Han00-81, ES09, Hif02b, Pol05]. Freeware [Han00f]. freewheeling [CC03]. frequency [Rob06, WGZY06]. frequent [SG09].
friendly [WC03, YW04]. front [Ede03]. FTC [Han00-75]. FTKM [Seb06].
Fuel [Han00-85]. fully [OCB09]. function [Kum09, Tsa08]. Functional [KMZ00, LK07]. Functions [MZ00, DS09, PW06, YL04]. Further [JPL04]. fusion [CGZ+05]. future [Ano05q, Hin03b, McK02b, RS04, Sch03b, Sch06f, SK03]. fuzzy [BvS03].

G8 [Han00-34]. game [CITN07, HCBLETG06]. games [HCBLETG06]. gap [BTY+07, KS06, Sch02d, Sch04e]. gaps [Ber07]. Gartner [Ano03l].
general [BTY+07, HCBLETG06, Lia04]. Generalization [LTH03, HC04b].
generalized [LWL09]. generate [TXL09]. Generation [PMRZ00a, PMRZ01a, CH06, CH04, TNG04, Van03]. generators [SWA+04].
Generic [HSH00]. GeoCities [Han00-35]. Get [Han00-45, Han00k, Han00p].
Gets [Han00d, Han00n]. Getting [Han00-36, Han01z, Sch04h]. Giga [Dav02a]. Global [DeM02, Eva01, Kov00b, Kov00c, WZ00, GBSB08a].
GBBS08b, GBBS08c, Hun02]. Go [HCBLETRG06, RSS02]. Goes [Beq01a, Han00c]. Going [Han00u]. good [McK03a]. Governance [vS01a, vS05b, vSvS06a, MC03a, PvS04, vSvS06b]. Government [Han00-67, Kja06, Han00-90, Han00-91, Han00-92, Han01n, Sch02g, Sch04h, Sch05f]. Government- [Sch02g]. Governments [Pou03b]. grand [Han00-36]. Grant [SJ07]. graph [ZLCF08a, ZLCF08b, ZLCF08c]. Graphical [Pur01]. graphs [CK03]. Gray [Kov00c]. Great [Han01z]. greater [LeV05]. Greylists [GT06]. Grief [Han00]. Group [Han00-47, Han00-69, KMWD06, LZWX09, NCS06, Tse07]. group-based [LZXW09]. Grow [Han01q]. Growing [Han00-42, Sch05c]. Guarded [PMRZ00a]. guard [McK03a]. Guessing [PPBH00]. Guide [Ano01m, Ano01n, Ano01p, Ano01q, Ano01r, Ano01s, Ano01t, Ano02o, Ano02p, Ano02q, Ano02r, Ano02s, Ano02t, Ano03n, Ano03o, Ano03p, Ano03q, Ano03-43, Ano06g, Ano06h, Ano06i, Ano07b, Ano07c, Ano07d, Ano07e, Ano07f, Ano07g, Ano07h, Ano07i, Ano07j, Ano09i]. Guidelines [MMZ00, Zen01b]. Guilty [Han00h, Han00-59]. Hacker [Han00-48, Han00-37, Han00-44, Han00-38, Han00-59]. Hackers [Han00-39, Han00-43, Han00-40, Han00-81, Sch02f]. Hacking [Han00-85]. Hacktivism [Han00-41]. Halfpennies [Hin00b]. Hand [Han01m]. Hand-held [Han01m]. Handling [MPD06]. handmaiden [Beq02b]. hands [SS07]. hands-on [SS07]. Happens [Han00-82]. Harbor [Han01r]. Hard [Han00-42, McG02]. hardening [MLD08, MSL09]. Hardware [Han00-52, DS09, HSKL08a, HSKL08b, HSKL08c]. Hash [CBB05, Wu05, DS09, PW06, Tsao8, YL04]. Hash-chaining [CBB05]. Hatches [Han01d]. Hazards [Han00i]. head [RFR07a, RFR07b, RFR07c]. Header [MW00, ASP03, WC07]. headlines [Sch03e]. Health [Han00-42, SE02]. Healthcare [JS02]. healthy [WZM09]. heats [Sch03i]. heck [DMWS09]. Heel [Hin00a]. held [Han01m]. Help [Han00-36]. here [Sch05i]. hidden [CP03]. Hiding [YH01]. Hierarchical [CC02, ExS00a, Lin01, CJ03, ZL03]. hierarchies [MPPB04]. hierarchy [Asl04c, Asl05, HW03, YL04, Zhao2, hZxZtZ06]. high [JSD05, SK03]. high-speed [JSD05]. higher [RM08a, RM08b, RM08c]. Highlighted [Han01n]. highly [LL09, Sam09]. Hire [Han00-48]. histograms [CO09]. Hit [Han00-56, Sch03f]. Hits [Han00X, Han00-83]. hoaxes [Hin02f]. hoc [KVD06, KVD07, OCB09, TC05]. hole [Sch04i]. Holes [CG00, Han00-55]. Holistic [Zuc04, Zuc07]. Home [Han00-43, Han00-79]. Homeland [Pou02d]. honeypot [ASS+06]. Host [Ho05, LCC04]. hosting [Sch03f]. host [Sch06e]. House [Han00-98, Han00-99]. However [Han00-44]. Huffman [GYLC09]. Huffman-based [GYLC09]. huge [Sch04f]. Human [KCC09, JEL03, LSK09, RFR07a, RFR07b, RFR07c, Sch05h]. Hurst [Li06]. Hwang [YRY05]. Hybrid [CBB05, VBD01, ASS+06, Asl04a]. hypergraph [JL07a, JL07b, JL07c].
I-Worm.Lentin [Nik02a]. IBC [Ano06j, Ano06k, Ano06l, Ano07k]. ICT [BTY+07, DKS07, KK08a, KK08b, KK08c]. ID [Han00-46, YC09]. ID-based [YC09]. idea [Han00-36]. Identification [MK06, Pao08a, Pao08b, Pao08c, OG07, Rob06, WH04, YWB+04]. identifiers [NTH04]. identifying [Li04]. Identities [IKE06]. Identification [MK06, Pal08a, Pal08b, Pal08c, OG07, Rob06, WH04, YWB+04]. IFIP [Ano01u, Ano01v, Ano01x, Ano01y, Ano01z, Ano01-27, Ano01-28, Ano01-29, Ano02u, Ano02v, Ano02w, Ano02x, Ano02y, Ano02z, Ano02-27, Ano03r, Ano03s, Ano03t, Ano03u, Ano03w, Ano03x, Ano03y, Ano09p, Ano09q, Ano09r, Ano09s, Ano09t, Ano09u, Ano09v, Fur07d]. IFIPSEC [Ano06e]. III [Hil02b, McK03b, Kov00a]. ii [Ano06m, Ano06n, Ano06o, Ano07l, Ano07m, Ano07n, Ano07o, Ano07p, Ano07q, Ano07r, Ano07s, Ano07t, Ano08a, Ano08b, Ano08c, Ano08d, Ano08e, Ano08f, Ano08g, Ano08h, Ano08i, Ano08j, Ano08k, Ano09, Ano09m, Ano09n, Ano09o]. IFIPSEC [Ano06e]. II [Hil02b, McK03b, Kov00c]. III [Ano06m, Ano06n, Ano06o, Ano07l, Ano07m, Ano07n, Ano07o, Ano07p, Ano07q, Ano07r, Ano07s, Ano07t, Ano08a, Ano08b, Ano08c, Ano08d, Ano08e, Ano08f, Ano08g, Ano08h, Ano08i, Ano08j, Ano08k, Ano09, Ano09m, Ano09n, Ano09o].
kernel [SPP07a, SPP07b, SPP07c]. Key
[BM00, Bar00a, BCR03, CB01, CJ03, Fin00, GKL+00, Gup00, GM00, JLo7a, JLo7b, JLo7c, KMZ00, LCGS03, MK06, MW00, MZ00, SC02, Sho00, SVW00, VBD01, Wi00, WZ00, WZM+00, Zun00, Asl04b, Asl04c, CL06, CMY07, GYLC09, GLMZ08a, GLMZ08b, GLMZ08c, HW03, HLTJ09, HLL05, Jua04, LHL04, LHFT07, Lin01, LC07, PRZ04, RM05, Seb06, SW06, TNG04, Tse07, WL05, WHH06, WH04, YWB+04, YC09, Zho02]. Keyjacking [MSZ05].
keylogging [GRJ07]. Keys [Han00-66, PMRZ00a, LHL04]. KEYSTONE [GKL+00]. Keystroke [SHCP09, YC04, GS03, KPsH+08a, KPsH+08b, KPsH+08c, jLC07]. Kit [Han00-37]. KLEZ [Arm02b]. Klez.H [Nik02b]. knees [Bha03]. KNN [LG07a, LG07b, LG07c]. Know [Han00a, KJ02, KJ01]. known [THY04]. KRA [WZM+00]. Kwak [KMWD06].

Lab [HM04]. label [BS07a, BS07b, BS07c]. laboratory [Wol03f]. LAN [LFHT07]. language [HC04a]. Laptop [Han00-52]. Large [Han00-53, PF08a, PF08b, PF08c, SYL09]. large-scale [PF08a, PF08b, PF08c, SYL09]. last [BNSZ09]. Laundering [Phi01a]. Law [Eva01, Han00-93, Han00-94, Han01b, Sch02e, BEP04, GRJ07, Hin03d]. Laws [Han00-36, Han00-91]. Layered [KVD06, KVD07]. Leading [CK03].

leakage [HYJ+09]. Learned [Han01f, PE06]. learning [GRNR09, LG07a, LG07b, LG07c]. Lee [YRY05]. Legal [All01, Han00-45, AN03, BAS09, GvS08a, GvS08b, GvS08c]. Legislated [Han00-45]. Legislation [Pou02a, Hin03f]. legitimate [BA04]. length [MGMSML+09]. Lessons [Hin01f, PE06, Bec02a]. Letter [Car00]. level [Asl05, KMMB09]. LFSR [DS09]. Li [HC04b]. Liable [Han00-95]. libel [Pou03c]. Licence [Cus01]. lies [Pou03c]. Life [Hin00c]. Lifecycle [Ber07, LLL02]. lightweight [LWT+09]. Like [Han00t]. likely [Sch07d]. limit [MGMSML+09]. limitations [HKP02, LG09]. line [BNSZ09, Sch05a]. Link [Han01j]. Linux [Han00-62]. LIRVA [Fis03]. List [Han01a].

Labor [An02a, Ecc01a, Ecc01b, Mey02, Nic00a, Nic00b, Nic00c, Nic00d, Pal00a, Pal00b, Pal00c, PM01, Pal01a, Pal01b, Pal01c, Pal01d, Pal01e, Ecc01c]. local [Ede03]. Location [MS09, JHgJ05, RK06]. location-based [RK06]. Location-specific [MS09]. log [SKM08a, SKM08b, SKM08c]. Logarithms [SC02, LTH03]. logging [RSS02]. logic [BvS03, Sab05]. Logical [Asl04b]. login [GRJ07]. logist [Wan05]. London [Hil02b, McK03b]. long [LG04]. long-term [LG04]. Look [Han00-42]. Lose [Han00-82]. losing [Sch04]. loss [BC05]. lossy [Asl04a]. Lotus [Han00-55]. Love [Han00-40, Han00-80, Hin00d]. Low [Han01-27, MFDVGT08a, MFDVGT08b, MFDVGT08c, SK03, WHH06]. low-rate [MFDVGT08a, MFDVGT08b, MFDVGT08c]. LRD [Li04]. Lycos
M [CMY07]. M-CLIQUES [CMY07]. Mafiaboy [Han00b, Han00-56]. magnetic [HYJ+09]. mail [Han00-92, Han00-95, Han01c, Hin02f, Mac05, Han00s]. mails [LG09].

Making [Fur07e]. malicious [Kum09]. Malware [Ano05o, Ano05p, Ano05m, Ano05n, Ano06s, Ano06-28, Ano06-30, Ano06-31, Ano06-32, Ano06-33, Ano06-34, Ano07-30, Ano07-31, Ano07-42, Ano07-41, Bra06a, FBB06, Kon09]. Managed [McK02b, Sch01a].

Management [CM03, EvS00a, EvS00b, Fin00, GvS05, GM08a, GM08b, GM08c, Han00-37, MS00, SC02, TMM01, And05, BTY+07, Bra07d, BAS09, DP06, GYLC09, Han02, HLL05, Ihe04, KK02, KS08a, KS08b, KS08c, LSK09, Luo06, MC03b, Pur04, Sch06c, Seb06, SKM08a, SKM08b, SKM08c, Trè03, Ung04, Zho02, Zac07, vSvS04a, vS05b, Beq00b]. manager [BSC09, HS05]. managers [AH09, Beq03]. Managing [Nos00b]. mandatory [RK06].

Mapping [Hin03b]. March [Ano00d, Ano02-43, Ano04p, Ano05k, Ano06-27, Ano07-40, Ano08u, Ano08v, Ano08w, Ano09w]. Marines [Han01x]. marked [Ano05c]. Market [GKL+00, RF01, HD05]. Market-Insurance [RF01]. Markov [CP03]. Masquerade [JST+07, KC05]. Mass [Han00-85]. massive [BS09]. Matching [RM05]. Mathematical [Coh00]. matrix [GC09]. maximizing [GSK09]. May [Ano01-38, Ano03-35, Ano04j, Ano05e, Ano06u, Ano07-33, Ano08-30, Ano09x]. May-June [Ano09x]. McKenna [Ano02-31, Ano02f]. Mean [Woo01].

measure [SPP07a, SPP07b, SPP07c]. measures [GSK09, GRJ07]. Measuring [AMR07, ZHH09]. mechanism [CL06, JHgJ05, KK07, MGMSML+09, RFR07a, RFR07b, RFR07c].

Mechanisms [Gup00, Pal08a, Pal08b, Pal08c, CLC04, Her09a, IWT+09, Pip03, RM05]. media [CBB05, ScH03a]. media-streaming [CBB05]. meet [Hin01d]. memory [HSK08a, HSK08b, HSK08c]. Merchant [HS00]. message [ZCW04]. Messages [Han00-95, WC07]. Messaging [CG00].

metamorphosis [Bra06a]. Method [LL02, PMRZ01a, KS05, KS06, OL03, PML09, YZ07]. methodology [HCBELES06]. Methods [CFRR02, PZ00, PMRZ01b, PR03, SPLS01, Zen01a, Zum00, ES09, HMD02, Ihe04, KL07, LFHT07, PRZ04]. Metrics [Han00-90]. Microsoft [Bra06b, Han00v, Han00-44, Han00-57, Han00-58, Sch03e, Sch05k, Sch06e, Sch07e]. middleware [LCG03]. mighty [Bha03]. migration [KN03]. Millennium [Hin00c]. MIME [LG09]. Mining [YH07a, YH07b, YH07c, SG09, SYL09]. Minix [DSX06]. mirroring [TM09].

Mischiefs [Hin00g]. Misdeemourns [Web00]. missed [PE06]. misuse [MF01]. Mitigation [DR04]. mix [JHgJ05]. mix-based [JHgJ05]. Mobile [Bar00b, Bar01b, CFR02, Han00-38, HS00, JHgJ05, Sch07b, BSC09, BFC09, CF05, CF07, DR04, DP06, shCP09, KVD06, KVD07, LCC04, MP07, OCB09, SF04, TC05, YC09]. Model [AGAS01, AOG+02, FKS01, HSH00, KMZ00].
KKHR01, RF01, BKPA09, CP03, HC04a, KMMB09, KS08a, KS08b, KS08c, 
LZXW09, MF05, MPPB04, OCB09, RK06, SLG04, VE04, vdHvs03, vSvS06a].

Modeling [Bra06c, LGW07, CP03, PML09, Wan05].
Modelling [Beg04, PUR01].
models [Ber03, FBV06, HC03, KL07, MP09, OKE09, 
PdVGA08a, PdVGA08b, PdVGA08c]. Modified [CMY07]. Money
[Phi01a, Hin03h].

Monitoring [Sch01a].
Moon [KMWD06]. mouse [Bha03].
moving [DEE09]. Much [Nik02e]. Multi [GKH09, KKH01, VSR07, Tsa08].
Multi-Agent [VSR07]. Multi-dimensional [GKH09]. Multi-party
[KKHR01]. multi-server [Tsa08]. Multiagent [Mou05].
multicast [Asl04a, Asl04c, Asl05, CBB05, CMY07, Seb06, ZCW04]. multicasting
[HMDC02]. Multidimensional [vS01b]. multinomial [Wan05].

Multiparty [BCC02, PMRZ00b, CSL09].
multicast [Asl04a, Asl04c, Asl05, CBB05, CMY07, Seb06, ZCW04]. multicasting
[HMDC02]. Multidimensional [vS01b]. multinomial [Wan05].
Multiplexer [CL05]. Multiplexer-based [CL05]. Multiprocessor [TM00].
multisignature [CCH03, LWL09]. multisignatures
[HR08a, HR08b, HR08c]. mutual [SW06, YC09].

Names [Hin00f, McK03a]. narrowed [Sch04e]. NASA [Han00-59].
National [Eva01, Han00-50, Pou02d]. Nearest [LV02]. Necessarily
[Han00-52]. Need [Han00-60, Han00-94, And03, LeV05, Sch04a]. Needed
[GM00]. needs [RS04]. negotiation [LL09]. Neighbor [LV02]. net [CH06].
NetHost [AMB06]. NetHost-Sensor [AMB06]. NetSec [McK02a].

Netspionage [Kov00b, Kov00c, Kov01]. Network
[Coh00, Han00-60, Han00-61, Pou01c, Sch01a, AJS06, Bra06c, Cae02, CLK09, 
DR04, GTDVMF09, HH05, LG07a, LG07b, LG07c, MW06, MK04, 
MGMSML+09, OG07, SJ07, SYL09, YZ07, ZLCF08a, ZLCF08b, ZLCF08c].
network-anomaly [OG07]. network-based [AJS06]. networkable
[OK07]. Networks
[Har03, AJS06, ASS+06, Asl04a, Beg04, Beg08a, Beg08b, Beg08c, DP06, 
GBBS08a, GBBS08b, GBBS08c, HFC+08, ILW06, JSD05, KVD06, KVD07, 
OCB09, TE06, Tse07, WZM09, WH04, vSM04]. neural
[AJS06, Beg08a, Beg08b, Beg08c, HFC+08]. Next
[Bar01a, Van03, CH06, Sch07b]. NGSCB [Sch03c]. NIDS [Gra01].

Nimbyism [Hin03c]. No [Han00-102]. Non
[Sch05]. RFR07a, RFR07b, RFR07c, PRZ04]. Non-infosec [Sch05].
non-intrusive [RFR07a, RFR07b, RFR07c]. Non-PKI [PRZ04].
nonrepudiable [THY04]. nonsense [Ano03]. normal [CL05, OL03].
notarization [LG04]. Note [McK02c]. Nothing [Nik02c, Pol05].
Notification [AGAS01, AOG+02]. Nov [Hil02b, McK03b]. Novel
[SC02, YH01, DSGP06, DSX06, JHgJ05, OG07, WC05]. November
[Ano00h, Ano02-41, Ano02-42, Ano05j, Ano06z, Ano09-28]. novice
[FTP08a, FTP08b, FTP08c]. NSF [Han00-64]. nuisance [Hin03g]. nulla
[Hin01c]. number [SWA+04]. Numbers [Han00b].

Oct [Hil02b, McK03b]. Oct-1 [McK03b]. October [Ano00g, Ano01-44, Ano02-39, Ano02-40, Ano03-38, Ano04n, Ano05i, Ano06y, Ano08x, Ano08y, Ano08z, Ano09-27]. Odyssey [Hin01a, Hin01b]. off [YZPL09]. Office [Han00-65]. Officer [Kov01a, Han01a]. Official [Han00-86].

Old [Han00w, Hin00b, Hin00e, Hin00f]. Obliq [Han01g]. on/off [YZPL09]. one [Hil02b, LCLL09, Sch04d, Tsao8, YL04]. one-time [Hil02b, Sch04d]. one-way [Tsao8, YL04]. Online [CDD + 02, Han00q, Han01t, Han00-96, Han00-97, Sch03l, Che04, GKS + 06, LPF06]. ontology [GLK08a, GLK08b, GLK08c]. ontology-based [GLK08a, GLK08b, GLK08c].
password-based [Pha06]. Passwords [PPBH00, OBB05]. Pastime [Han00-79]. Patch [Han00-65, And05]. patches [Sch06a]. Patching [Sch03d]. path [LS05]. pathogens [LK07]. paths [MGMSML+09]. Pathways [KCC09]. Pattern [Gra01, Li04]. patterns [GS03, HCS06, jLC07]. Payment [HSH00, CSL09]. payments [TS05b]. PC [Han00-43]. PDA [Han00x]. Peer [Art04]. Peer-assisted [Art04]. peg [Sch04i]. PENET [PML09]. Pentagon [Han00-40]. perception [Ste04]. Perceptions [Hin01c, FBP07, WDCJ09]. Performance [HS05, SK03]. perils [Hin02d]. Personal [Han00f, Pal08a, Pal08b, Pal08c, Sch05b, BSC09, FBP07]. Personalised [TNG04]. Personnel [Dhi01]. perspective [KKK05, RMC07]. pervasive [DMWS09]. PGP [Han00-66]. Philippine [Han00-67]. Phishing [DCF07]. Phones [Han00-38]. physiological [RFR07a, RFR07b, RFR07c]. PIN [MvO09]. PING [Kum06]. piracy [Sch03]. PKI [Han00-64, PRZ04]. placing [Sch07a]. plan [DF06]. Plans [Han00q]. Plates [Cus01]. Pleads [Han00h, Han00-59]. please [Ano05c]. points [KLL09]. police [McK03a]. Policies [KK00, WS02, HAGTA08a, HAGTA08b, HAGTA08c, KKK05, PF08a, PF08b, PF08c, SC06, Ung04, vSvS04b]. Policy [Dav02b, Hun02, Pou01c, AP04, DF06, GLK08a, GLK08b, GLK08c, HE02, HSKL08a, HSKL08b, HSKL08c, KMMB09, Pou02c, Wia05]. polymorphic [TXL09]. Polynomial [SC02, WL05]. Popular [Han00-57, Han00-76]. Pornography [Han00-68], Pornography [Han00-53]. portable [HM04]. Poster [Han00-35]. potential [Han00e]. Potentially [Han00-66]. power [WL06]. Practical [CJT02, Chi08a, Chi08b, Chi08c, Han01p, Nos00b, AJS06, BLP05, PML09, YC04, Zhou02]. practice [RKR09]. Practices [Han00k, CF05, Fur07a, Fur07b, Fur07c]. Predation [FBB06]. Predicting [FGG04, Sch06f, AMR07, Sch02a]. Prediction [MF01, Ano03l, MF05]. preliminary [MF05]. Prepares [Han00-88]. Presenting [Ano03-41]. preservation [LG04]. preserving [GSN07, OZ07, WH04]. press [Ano02d, Ano02e, Ano02f, MH02a, MH02b]. prevent [MS09]. Preventing [BS09, PRZ03]. prevention [CH04, FBB06, Hof05, Sch04g]. Preview [Hil02b, McK03b]. Primes [PMRZ01a]. Primitives [Gol01]. Principles [Gri02]. Priority [Han01-27]. Privacy [GSN07, Han00s, Han00-69, Han00-75, Han00-93, Han01q, Han01o, Hin01a, Hin01b, Hin01h, Hin03f, AN04, BEO04, GKH09, HKP02, Hin02d, Hin03a, JHGj05, KK02, LSK09, OZ07, SKM08a, SKM08b, SKM08c]. Privacy-preserving [GSN07, OZ07]. Private [Har03]. privilege [CP03]. Probabilistic [BKP09, GFV05, YH07d]. probability [MF01]. Probe [Han00-51]. Problem [AGAS01, AOG+02, Han00-42, Beg04, TC05]. Problems [Han00-87, YC04]. Proceedings [All01]. Process [AGAS01, AOG+02, EvS00b, LLL02, KMMB09, Pur04, Rog03, SKBM06]. Processes [Fin00]. Processing [Pou02a, Ay06, SPP07a, SPP07b, SPP07c]. Product [EvS00b]. Products [Wil00, HD05]. Profession [Hor01, Woo01]. Professionals [KJ02, KJ01, Sch05j]. profiles [CCC09, vdHvS03]. Profiling
program [WGZY06, Rog03]. Promote [Han01b]. Promoting [Gup00]. proof
[Chi08a, Chi08b, Chi08c]. propagation [BS07a, BS07b, BS07c]. property
[WGZY06]. Proposal [MGMSML+09, Pou01c, Ede03]. Proposals
[Han00-93]. Proprietary [Beq01b]. Protect [Web00]. Protecting
[Fra01, GKH09, Kov01b, PZ00, Rat01, Zen01b, ASS+06, Kam09].
Protection [Han01c, Hin03d, HLC07, KA09, KJKV09]. Protector
[Han00-85]. Protocol [Gra01, KKHR01, Sho00, Asl04b, Asl04c, Asl05,
BFG+05, BC05, CL06, DP06, GKS+06, GLMZ08a, GLMZ08b, GLMZ08c,
HAGTA08a, HAGTA08b, HAGTA08c, HLTJ09, Lia04, LBE08a, LBE08b,
LBE08c, LC07, MK06, Se06, Tse07, YWL05, ZC05]. Protocols
[GM00, PMRZ00c, BB05, CC03, ESZ06, JPL05, WLH06]. Prototype
[SE02, KK06]. Provably [WLH06]. Providing
[BNSZ09, PF09, LC06, YWB+04]. Provision [Han01r]. provoke [McK03b].
proximity [HMM09]. proxy
[CCH03, HC04b, LTH03, LCC04, SF04, THY04]. Ps [And05].
pseudosolutions [JS03]. Public [Bar00a, BCR03, CB01, C03, GKL+00,
GM00, LCGS03, LHL04, Lin01, PRZ04]. public-key [Lin01]. Publisher
[An007a]. Publishers [McK02c]. Puts [An01-49].

Quagmire [Beq00b]. qualitative [Alb07, HCS06]. quality
[KPsH+08a, KPSh+08b, KPsH+08c]. quantification [BKPA09].
quantitative [BCR03, CSG+05, KS06]. quantization [WC05]. Quarter
[An01-40]. Queen [Hil02b, McK03b]. Query [OBB05]. Query-directed
[OB05].

radiation [HYJ+09]. Radio [Rob06]. RAID [TM09]. RAID-RMS [TM09].
random [SWA+04]. randomized [CLX05]. ranking
[KK08a, KK08b, KK08c]. rate [MFDVT08a, MFDVT08b, MFDVT08c].
Rates [PPBH00]. rational [ZHH09]. raw [CO09]. RBAC
[Ber03, LZXW09, MPPB04]. Re [Boo06, Han00-61]. Re-engineering
[Boo06]. Re-evaluates [Han00-61]. reaction [HD05]. Real
[Fv05, JSD05, LCK+06, AJ06, SG09, SAF09, SYL09]. Real-time
[Fv05, JSD05, LCK+06, AJ06, SG09, SAF09, SYL09]. Reality [Han01c].
Really [Han00-48, Sch04h]. Recall [PPBH00]. receipt [Sch07a].
Recognition [HYJ+09, Li04]. recognizing [HFC+08]. Recommended
[Han00-65]. reconfigurable [HSKL08a, HSKL08b, HSKL08c]. Recovery
[BM00, Gup00, GM00, KMZ00, MMZ00, MW00, MZ00, Sho00, SVW00,
Wil00, WZ00, WZM+00, Zun00, LG06, RM05, Sch05g]. Recruiting
[Han000]. Red [An01-49]. reduced [Thi03]. Reducing [MvO09]. Refereed
[An01-33, An01-37, An01-30, An01-31, An01-32, An01-34, An01-35,
An01-36, An02-32, An02-33, An02-34, An02-35, An02-36, An03z,
scams [Hin02f]. scanning [CS09]. scenarios [MP09]. schema [Kam09]. Scheme [CC01, SC02, YH01, Asl04a, CLX05, CBB05, CL03, Cheo4, Chi08a, Chi08b, Chi08c, DSGP06, FLZ02, FCZ02, GYLC09, HLC07, KMWD06, LH03, SC06, SLH03, Tsa08, THY04, WLT03, WC03, WH04, WC05, YW04, YWB04, YWL05, YC09, YRY05, Zho02, ZL03]. Schemes [Wil00, CCH03, HW03, HCL04, JPL04, Pha06, SP06, WL05]. Schemes/Products [Wil00]. Schneier [Hei03]. Scope [Ano09q, Ano09r, Ano09s]. Screen [Hin02a]. scripting [KJKV09]. SDriver [MS09]. Search [AN04, Gra01, Hin01h, Sch05c, Cae02]. SEAS [BFG05]. seat [Sch06c]. SEC [Ano09p, BG06]. sectors [Kja06]. Secur [McK04]. Secure [CS09, HLTJ09, LL02, MK06, McG02, Nah05, SKM08a, SKM08b, SKM08c, VFMP05, YWL05, vKH00, BFG05, BNSZ09, CJC04, CMY07, GLK08a, GLK08b, GLK08c, GRJ07, Gri02, Hof04, HMDC02, KMWD06, LXZW09, Lia04, LH03, LCC04, LBE08a, LBE08b, LBE08c, Mac05, NCS06, OZ07, WLH06, ZCW04, vSM04]. SecurID [BLP05]. Security [Car01, GKL00, Kum09, DFSC09, HCO4a]. Security [Ano03b, Ano03c, Ano03-44, Ano04q, Ano04r, Ano04s, Ano04t, Ano05l, Ano05o, Ano05p, Ano05m, Ano05n, Ano06-28, Ano06-29, Ano06-30, Ano06-31, Ano06-32, Ano06-33, Ano06-34, Ano07-42, Ano07-41, Ayo06, Bar00b, Bar01b, BvS00, Ber07, Bla02, BCS03, CDD05, Dav02a, Dav03, Dhi01, EvS00a, EvS00b, Eva01, FTP08a, FTP08b, FTP08c, GvS01, Han00f, Han00k, Han00l, Han00m, Han00-42, Han00-58, Han00-60, Han00-61, Han00-71, Han00-72, Han00-73, Han00-74, Han00-84, Han00-89, Han00-90, Han00-96, Han00-102, Han00-108, Han01b, Han01a, Han01s, Han01t, Han01u, Han01v, Han01w, Han01-27, Han02, Hin02e, HS00, Hor01, HM04, ILM06, JS02, JEL03, KK00, LCGS03, Lea03a, LLL02, MP09, MS00, McK02b, Mou05, Nos00a, PW06, Pou01c, Pou02c, Pou02d, Pou03a, Sch01a, Sch01c, SPLS01, Sch02a, Sch02i, Sch02j, Sch02k, Sch02l]. Security [Sch02m, Sch02n, Sch03l, Sch03g, Sch03h, Sch03i, Sch03j, Sch03k, Sch04i, Sch04b, Sch04c, Sch04k, Sch05d, Sch05e, Sch05f, SLH03, TM00, TE01, VSR07, Woo01, vKH00, vS00, vS01a, vSvS01, vS01b, vS05a, vS05b, vS06, vSvS06a, Alb07, AH09, AMR07, And03, AC08a, AC08b, AC08c, And05, Ano02d, Ano02e, Ano02f, AP04, AS04c, AS05, BTY07, BKPA09, BB05, BA04, BvB06, BFC09, Bra06c, Bra06b, Bra07a, Bra07b, Bra07c, BP03, Cae02, Chi08a, Chi08b, Chi08c, CITN07, DEEO09, DCF07, DF06, Dou03, DMWS09, DSK07, DSX06, Fur05, FJK06, FB07, Fur07d, Fur07e, GBB08a, GBB08b, GBB08c, GvS08a, GvS08b, GvS08c, GS03, HCS06, HKP02, Hei03, HS05, Hin02b, Hin03b, HE02, KS05, KKK05, KL07, Kin04, Kja06, KMM09, KVD06, KVD07]. security [KCC09, KS08a, KS08b, KS08c, KK06, KK08a, KK08b, KK08c, KK07, LeV05, Lea03b, Lea04, MV009, MH02a, MH02b, MC03a, MC03b, MLD08, MSL09, NTH04, OKH07, PF09, PE06, Pip03, PK07, PvS04, Pou02b, Pou03b, PML09, Pur04, RS03, RM08a, RM08b, RM08c, RSS02, RKR09, RMC07, RR06, Sch02d, Sch02g, Sch03a, Sch03b, Sch04e, Sch04h, Sch05g, Sch05h,
Sch05c, Sch06b, Sch06g, Sch06h, SS07, SF04, SSMJ05, SLG04, TvS05, Trê03, TS05b, TS05a, Van03, VE03, VvS04, WDCJ09, Wia05, YWB+04, Zuc04, Zuc07, vdHvS03, vSvS04a, vSvS05, vSvS06b]. security-by-contract [DMWS09]. see [Ano05c]. seizure [Wol03g]. Selection [BvS00, LWT+09]. Self [Han00-54, Han00-75, RKR09]. Self-efficacy [RKR09]. Self-Regulation [BvS00, LWT+09]. Sell [Han00-94]. Senate [Han00-94]. sender [Her09a]. sense [Ano03l]. sensibly [Hei03]. sensitivity [GSK09]. Sensor [AMB06]. separation [MPPB04]. September [Ano01-43, Ano03-37, Ano04m, Ano05h, Ano06x, Ano07-36, Ano09z]. sequences [FGG+04]. Serious [Han00k, Sch04h]. Server [Fra01, LHL04, Tsa08]. servers [MFDVGT08a, MFDVGT08b, MFDVGT08c, Sch03f]. Service [CBR06, CE04, Han00-63, CLC04, ZC05]. Services [McK02b, DMWS09, GLK08a, GLK08b, GLK08c, GLV09, KHKK06, MW06, McK03b, MC03b]. session [CC04, OHH08, WC07, YWL05]. session-aware [OHH08]. set [McK03b]. Sets [Han00f]. Setting [Han00-90, Wol03f]. Shieh [McK04, CZ03]. Should [Han00-48, Kov00b, KJ02, KJ01]. Shut [Han00-70]. side [KLL09, KJKV09, MSZ05, Pou03a, Sch07c]. sign [GRNR09]. sign-on [GRNR09]. Signal [Han00-64, CLX05, ES09, HAGTA08a, HAGTA08b, HAGTA08c, HC04b, LTH03, LCC04, SC06, THY04, ZCW04]. signature-based [LTH03]. signatures [LG04, LG09, MS09, TXL09]. signal [SBS09]. Signature [Han00-64, CLX05, ES09, HAGTA08a, HAGTA08b, HAGTA08c, HC04b, LTH03, LCC04, SC06, THY04, ZCW04]. signature-based [LTH03]. signatures [LG04, LG09, MS09, TXL09]. signcryption [KMWD06]. signers [THY04]. significant [LSK09]. signing [SC06]. signs [Li04]. SIKA [MK06]. similarities [LK07]. similarity [SPP07a, SPP07b, SPP07c]. Simple [Col00, Hin00c, LC07, Pur01, And05, GT06, GLMZ08a, GLMZ08b, GLMZ08c, YR07]. Simulation [AGAS01, AOG+02]. single [GRNR09]. Sinkhole [TC05]. sins [vSvS04a]. SIP [GLK08a, GLK08b, GLK08c, GLV09, GM08a, GM08b, GM08c]. SIP-based [GLK08a, GLK08b, GLK08c]. SIP-oriented [GM08a, GM08b, GM08c]. Sister [Han00l]. Site [Han00e, Han00-44, Han00-49, Han00c, Han00-76, KJKV09]. Slandering [Hin00g]. Smaller [Han01z]. Smart [Ano05q, CJT02, FCZ05, HMM09, Jua04, Pha06, SLH03, WC03, YW04]. Smarter [Han01x]. smartphones [BSC09]. SMS [LBE08a, LBE08b, LBE08c]. SMSSec [LBE08a, LBE08b, LBE08c]. SMTP [GT06]. Smurfing [Hin00g]. Snooping [Han00-86]. society [Bha03]. Socio-ethical [TE01]. Software [Beq01c, CG00, Han00-77, LLL02, McG02, AM07, HCS06, KA09, PRZ03]. Solution [CJT02, AJ506, GRNR09]. Solutions [Han00-61, JS03, OKH07, YC04]. solving [Beg04]. Some [Han00-44, TC05, Wol03e]. sophistication [MF05]. Sorry [Han00v, Sch02e]. Source [Han00-99, HKP02, CBB05, RS03]. sources [Sch06h]. Space [Beq01b]. Spam [Hin02f, Hin03g, CH06, CH04, Ede03, GT06, Sch07a, Han01e]. Spammers
[Han01c]. **Spamming** [Hin00g, WC07]. spatial [TE06]. Special [Sch06h, WZM+00]. specific [MS09]. specifications [HSKL08a, HSKL08b, HSKL08c]. specificity [GSK09]. Specified [PMRZ01b]. Specifying [SBS09]. spectantia [Hin01g]. speed [JSD05]. 

**Speedy** [Han00-78]. SPIT [GM08a, GM08b, GM08c]. spoofed [LS05]. 

Spoofing [Han00-76, Hin00g]. spreading [LGW07]. spreading [PF08a, PF08b, PF08c]. spring [Hin02e]. Staff [Beq03]. stand [Sch02f]. Standard [Han00-98, MS00]. Standardising [VEL08]. Standards [LLL02, HE02, Kin04]. State [Sch02e, MPD06]. state-of-the-art [MPD06]. States [BEP04]. statistical [GSK09]. stay [Sch03e]. steganalysis [GSK09]. Steganographic [LL02]. Steganography [HCBLETRG06, CO09]. Step [Bar01a]. stepping [YH07a, YH07b, YH07c]. stepping-stone [YH07a, YH07b, YH07c]. sthreats [McK03b]. Still [Han00-40]. stone [YH07a, YH07b, YH07c]. Stones [Han00y]. Stored [Zun00]. strategic [DF06]. strategies [AC08a, AC08b, AC08c]. Strategy [Pou02d, And05, LL09]. Stream [BC05, GoI01, Han00w, DS09]. streaming [CBB05]. streams [CO09, ZCW04]. Street [Han00y]. Streets [Han00-83]. stripped [TM09]. Structure [Coh00, SG09]. Struggles [Sch07c]. studies [LFHT07]. study [Alb07, BTY+07, Beg08a, Beg08b, Beg08c, BCR03, Don03, IKE06, KL07, Kin04, KK08a, KK08b, KK08c, LCL09, LSK09, RM08a, RM08b, RM08c, YZPL09]. stumps [JST+07]. subgroup [Asl04c]. subgroup-key [Asl04c]. Subject [Ano00j, Ano01-48, Ano02-46, Ano03c]. subjects [SV07]. Subscriber [CFRR02]. subscription [MW06]. subscription-based [MW06]. substitution [MP07]. Success [Han00-78]. suitable [AP03]. Summit [Han00-98]. supervised [LG07a, LG07b, LG07c]. Supervision [FDIR00]. support [HC04a, Ung04]. Supporting [Han00-99, HSH00]. Supposedly [Han01b]. Supreme [Han00-95]. Surf [Hin00f, Her09b]. Surfing [Hin00g]. surprising [MSZ05]. Survey [AGAS01, AOG+02, FDIRD00, CF05, ES09, FJK06, LOP04, QW05, RS04, VFMP05]. surveys [Hin02e]. surviving [Hil02b]. Suspect [Han00-80]. Suspected [Han00-81]. SVision [OG07]. SVM [HYJ+09, KC05]. SVM-based [KC05]. Swamping [Hin00g]. Symmetric [MPBP04, CC02, YZ07]. Sympathy [Han00-44]. Syndicated [Beg02a]. System [VSR07, YH01, BP03, CJC04, DGY+05, DSX06, FGG+04, FvS05, GSK09, GFK05, Gri02, Hof05, LWT+09, LG06, OKH07, dSSW04, SYL09]. systematic [MLD08]. Systems [All01, Bar01a, BE01, CDD+02, Fin00, JS02, Mou05, TM00, WS02, AMR07, Ano03l, ASS+06, BCV01, CAT05, DF06, GTDVMFV09, GRNR09, Hof04, KKK05, KK02, KL07, Lea04, LGW07, Mac05, MF05, MP09, MK04, Nab05, RSS02, Sam09, Sch06h, S07, SK03, TKKK05, TM09, Tré03, VE02, VFMP05]. systems/ciphers [SK03]. sython [GSN07].
table [Tsa08]. Tactics [KJ02, KJ01]. tailers [Han01d]. Take [SJ07]. takes [MPPB04]. Taking [Sch02f]. tampering [DR04]. Tang [YRY05]. tangled [Pou03c]. Target [Han00-38, Han00-57, DEE09]. Targeted [Han00-43, Han00-52]. Targets [KB00]. tasks [PK07]. Taxes [Han00-85].

taxonomy [´AP03, HH05, Kja06, SP06, VE03]. TBSE [Lea04]. TC11 [Ano09q, Ano09r]. TCII [Ano09s]. TCM [LG07a, LG07b, LG07c].

TCM-KNN [LG07a, LG07b, LG07c]. TCP [YH07a, YH07b, YH07c, YH07d]. TCP/IP [YH07a, YH07b, YH07c].

te [Vin01g]. Teaching [SS07]. Team [Han00-67]. teams [Sch04a]. tech [Beq02b]. Technical [Ano01u, Ano01v, Ano01w, Ano01x, Ano01y, Ano01z, Ano01-27, Ano01-28, Ano02u, Ano02x, Ano03x, Ano09t, Ano09u, Ano09v, Ano01-29, Ano02v, Ano02w, Ano02y, Ano02z, Ano02r, Ano03e, Ano03t, Ano03u, Ano03v, Ano03w, Ano03y]. technicians [BTY07].
technique [GC09, OG07, WC05]. Techniques [GTDVMFV09, PPBH00, SPP07a, SPP07b, SPP07c]. technologies [FBV06, VE03]. Technology [LeV05, SE02, WS02, WZM+00, Kum09, Ja02].

Ten [Han00]. Tele [HM04]. Tele-Lab [HM04]. Telecom [Pol05].

Telecommunications [Col00]. telephones [CF05]. Telephony [CFRR02]. Tells [Han00-92]. temporal [TE06]. Ten [Han00-96]. Han01a]. term [LG04].

Terrorism [Pou02a, Beq02a, Beq02b, Hi02b, Hi01c, Hi03c]. Terrorist [Woo01]. Terrorists [KJ02, KJ01]. testimony [Wol03e]. tests [JPL04].

Texas [Han00-53]. text [SPP07a, SPP07b, SPP07c]. Theft [Han00-52].

Their [Han00y, Han00-92, BLP05]. Them [Han00-48]. Theorem [CC02].

theoretic [ZH09]. theorizing [DM01]. There [Han00-36, Ano05]. Thing [Han01o]. things [Fur07e]. thinking [Hei03]. Thinks [Han00-34]. Third [Vin00]. those [Vin01d]. thoughts [Wol03e]. Threat [Beq00a, Kov00b, Kov00c, MF01, CZG+05, MF05, TKKK05]. threats [BKPA09, MvO09, MP09]. three [GLMZ08a, GLMZ08b, GLMZ08c, LHL04, LC07]. three-party [GLMZ08a, GLMZ08b, GLMZ08c, LHL04, LC07]. threshold [SC06, THY04].

Ticket [PMRZ00c]. Tightening [CH06]. Time [Han00-34, Han03h, Kov01b, AJS06, BS07a, BS07b, BS07c, FvS05, HLTJ09, JSD05, LCK+06, SG09, Sch04d, Sch05b, SAF09, SYL09, YH07d]. timely [RS03]. Times [Vin01i, PMRZ01b]. Timestamp [CC01, FLZ02, SLH03, WLT03]. Timestamp-Based [CC01, FLZ02, SLH03, WLT03]. Timestamping [PMRZ00c, PMRZ01b].

Timing [FAVA05, YZPL09]. TLS [ESZ06, OHB08, Sh00]. Today [CDD+02].

token [HMM09]. tokens [WDCJ09]. tolerant [Seb06, TM09]. Too [Han00-34]. Tool [Han00-58, Han00-83, MF01, Pur01, Ber07, PML09]. tools [CH06, CH04]. Top [Han01a, Hof05]. traceable [SC06]. Traceback [ASP03].

tradeoffs [PK07]. traffic [Li04, Li06, FPO08a, FPO08b, FPO08c, YZ07].

Tragedy [Ano02n]. Trails [All01]. Training [Hor01, CITN07, HM04, Sch04]. Traits [Wil00]. transaction [Che04].

Transactions [HSH00]. transition [WGZY06]. Transmission [PZ00]. treat
Treaty [Han00-47]. tree [GYLC09, HLL05]. tree-based [HLL05]. trees [BP03]. trend [BvS03, Li06]. Trends [Bis02, Phi01b, Ano03m, Ber03, QW05]. Trinity [Han00-83]. trip [YH07d]. triumph [Han01d]. Trojan [BNSZ09]. true [PF09]. Truly [Han00-84]. Trust [CB01, DeM02, Pur01, LPF06, LL09, MP09, OCB09, TS05b]. Trusted [Cae02, Dhi01]. trustworthy [Cae02, SK03]. tunnel [IKE06]. turn [Sch05i]. TV [Han00-49]. Two [Asl05, Hin01d, HW03, Pha06, WL05]. Two-level [Asl05].
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